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Abstract
Thesis chapter. The fragility of quantum information is a funda-
mental constraint faced by anyone trying to build a quantum com-
puter. A truly useful and powerful quantum computer has to be a
robust and scalable machine. In the case of many qubits which may
interact with environment and their neighbors, protection against de-
coherence becomes quite a challenging task. The scalability and de-
coherence issues are the main difficulties addressed by the distributed
model of quantum computation. A distributed quantum computer con-
sists of a large quantum network of distant nodes - stationary qubits
which communicate via flying qubits. Quantum information can be
transferred, stored, processed and retrieved in decoherence-free fash-
ion by nodes of a quantum network realized by an atomic medium -
an atomic quantum memory. Atomic quantum memories have been
developed and demonstrated experimentally in recent years. With a
help of linear optics and laser pulses one is able to manipulate quan-
tum information stored inside an atomic quantum memory by means of
electromagnetically induced transparency and associated propagation
phenomena. Any quantum computation or communication necessarily
involves entanglement. Therefore, one must be able to entangle dis-
tant nodes of a distributed network. In this article, we focus on the
probabilistic entanglement generation procedures such as well-known
DLCZ protocol. We also demonstrate theoretically a scheme based on
atomic ensembles and the dipole blockade mechanism for generation
of inherently distributed quantum states so-called cluster states. In
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the protocol, atomic ensembles serve as single qubit systems. Hence,
we review single-qubit operations on qubit defined as collective states
of atomic ensemble. Our entangling protocol requires nearly identi-
cal single-photon sources, one ultra-cold ensemble per physical qubit,
and regular photodetectors. The general entangling procedure is pre-
sented, as well as a procedure that generates in a single step Q-qubit
GHZ states with success probability psuccess ∼ ηQ/2, where η is the
combined detection and source efficiency. This is significantly more ef-
ficient than any known robust probabilistic entangling operation. The
GHZ states form the basic building block for universal cluster states,
a resource for the one-way quantum computer.
1 Introduction
An atomic ensemble or atomic vapor is a gas that consists of several hun-
dred of the same species of atoms, typically alkali atoms such as Cesium
or Rubidium, trapped at room temperature or trapped and cooled to µK
temperature. An atomic ensemble may serve as a good interface between
light and matter but has to meet the following requirements. The atoms
have to possess a long lived ground state that is easily populated by opti-
cal pumping techniques. Moreover, the macroscopic ensemble should have
a large optical depth d = ρσL, where ρ is the atom number density, σ is
the absorption cross section of an atom and L denotes the length of atomic
medium. In other words, the atomic ensemble should easily, i.e., effectively,
interact with light pulses. This is in fact one of the main advantages of
atomic ensembles for interface purposes. A large number of atoms increases
the coupling strength of an interaction between light and matter, and there-
fore allow us to coherently manipulate the quantum state of the ensemble
with light and vice versa. Moreover, a large number of atoms helps to sup-
press the negative impact of decoherence on information stored in an atomic
ensemble.[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
The simplest way to prepare an atomic ensemble is to trap a cloud of
alkali atoms in a glass cell. This is the so-called hot atomic vapor or room
temperature atomic vapor. The room temperature atomic ensembles are
used extensively because of their simplicity and large optical depth, which
is the key figure of merit for quantum memory efficiency. These kinds of in-
terfaces will inherently suffer from thermal motion and therefore the Doppler
broadening. Moreover, atoms moving in and out of the interaction region
may limit the performance of a quantum memory. One of the widely used
methods to overcome this problem is utilization of a buffer gas.[6, 7] A few
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torr of a nobel gas, typically neon or helium, limits the thermal diffusion of
an atoms inside a vapor.[7, 8] Another advantage of a buffer gas is the sup-
pression of decoherence from the collisions between alkali atoms and with the
walls of a cell. By means of a buffer gas the atoms can retain coherence for
more than 108 collisions.[6] Although a buffer gas seems to be indispensable,
too high buffer gas pressure may also introduce some incoherent processes
to the operation of a quantum memory.[6] One of the most recent techniques
for suppression of the collisional and motional decoherence involves buffer
gas cooled below 7K. In an experiment by Hong et al.[9], Rubidium atoms
are cooled by a buffer gas and the diffusion time is slowed down. More-
over, the optical depth of a medium in this experiment is very large (d >
70). The mentioned setup combines simplicity and large optical depth of
a room temperature atomic vapor with slow atomic motion that is char-
acteristic for another technique of trapping alkali atoms, namely so-called
magneto-optical trapping (MOT).[9]
A MOT technique combines laser cooling and trapping with magnetic
fields. Atoms trapped with MOT are cooled down to the µK tempera-
ture, therefore the collisional and motional decoherence becomes negligible
in comparison with a typical operational time scale of a quantum interface.
The shortcoming of a cold atomic ensemble is rather low optical depth (be-
tween 1 and 10). The very principle on which the MOT is operating, i.e., the
magnetic field, also introduces another difficulty. The magnetic field causes
decoherence of the ground states usually realized as a magnetic Zeeman sub-
levels of a ground state. This problem can be overcome by switching off the
MOT trap and then performing operations on a quantum memory.[2] How-
ever, lack of the magnetic field trapping allows atoms to slowly diffuse and
therefore limits the lifetime of a quantum interface. Nevertheless, by means
of the MOT trap atomic vapors can be prepared in the form of a ”frozen”
gas with lifetime much longer than in the case of a room temperature vapors.
The last widely used method for confining large numbers of atoms to a
small sample is called Bose-Einstein condensation. A Bose-Einstein conden-
sate (BEC) has extremely large optical depth, however the preparation of a
BEC is a highly demanding experiment.
There are a number of effects that influence the overall efficiency of
quantum memories based on atomic ensembles. In spite of many efforts the
efficiency of quantum memories reaches at the best 70%.[2] The main source
of low fidelity is a low optical depth d. Only optically thick medium, i.e.,
highly dense and/or large medium, can effectively interact with the light
fields. The inefficiency of storage of light pulses based on techniques such
as electromagnetically induced transparency or Raman interaction scales as
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1/d.[2] The broadening, both homogenous and inhomogeneous, is another
source of decoherence for quantum interfaces. The homogenous broadening
is due to the spontaneous emission and depends on the optical depth as 1/d.
For atomic ensembles at room temperature the inhomogeneous broadening
is due to the Doppler broadening, which acts on all atoms in completely
incoherent fashion and scales as 1/d2broad, where dbroad is the optical depth
in a presence of the homogenous broadening. For a sufficiently dense and/or
large medium, inhomogeneous broadening is less dominant than homogenous
broadening. Atomic motion and therefore atomic collisions are another fac-
tor that limits fidelity of a quantum memory.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we review in some de-
tail a well known technique for coherent manipulation of atomic ensembles,
namely electromagnetically induced transparency. Electromagnetically in-
duced transparency and Raman interaction are important phenomena as-
sociated with interactions between atomic vapors and light fields. In the
same section, we review the concept of an atomic medium as single-photon
quantum memory. In Sec. 3, we introduce a notion of the Rydberg state
and the dipole blockade mechanism which also may be used to induce coher-
ent behavior of a macroscopic atomic medium. In Sec. 4 we review several
schemes for probabilistic entanglement generation between atomic vapors
such as DLCZ protocol and double-heralding protocol. In Sec. 5, we review
the concept of an atomic ensemble as single qubit system and analyze in de-
tail a scheme for single-qubit operations in atomic ensembles. In Sec. 6, we
give a description of a new entangling operation and consider its usefulness
for generation of the GHZ and cluster states. In Sec. 7, we consider all ma-
jor errors and decoherence mechanisms that enter the entangling procedure
and propose several experimental implementations.
2 Electromagnetically induced transparency
Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) is one of the most widely
used techniques associated with quantum interfaces, i.e., interactions be-
tween atomic vapors and optical pulses. The well known techniques from
quantum optics and atomic physics can be used for a coherent manipula-
tion of the quantum states of light and matter. One of the most impor-
tant and interesting phenomena in quantum optics is electromagnetically
induced transparency, a term coined by Harris et al. in 1990.[10, 11] Its im-
portance stems from the range of new potential applications it promises for
nonlinear optics and quantum information applications. EIT is a phenom-
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ena resulting from the modification of the optical properties of an atomic
medium, i.e., atomic ensemble, driven by an optical laser pulse.[3, 4, 12]
The laser field induces coherent behavior of an atomic medium and leads to
the vanishing absorption and rapidly varying refraction of a resonant signal
field [Fig. 2].[13, 14] The optical properties of atomic medium, i.e., linear
response, are determined by the first-order linear susceptibility χ(1). The
imaginary part of the susceptibility Im[χ(1)] represents the absorption of the
optical field by a medium and the real part Re[χ(1)] represents the refractive
index n.
The optical proprieties of any atomic medium are mostly determined
by its level structure.[3] The behavior of a two-level atomic medium in the
presence of a resonant optical pulse seems rather straightforward. The laser
pulse induces Rabi oscillations, i.e., atomic population is transferred between
two levels in a coherent fashion. Addition of a single level to the level
structure of atoms dramatically changes this picture. This slight change
leads to a number of new and non-intuitive phenomena such as appearance
of dark state polaritons and EIT itself. The phenomenon of EIT is based on
quantum interference in the amplitudes of excitation pathways which results
in destructive interference of the imaginary part of the linear susceptibility.
In other words, at resonance linear response of a medium is canceled and
the atomic medium is completely transparent to the signal field. The idea
of interference between different excitation channels was first introduced by
Fano.[3] Apart from the transparency window, number of new possibilities
emerge such as opportunity to ”stop” a light pulse inside a medium.
To understand the essence of EIT, let us consider an ensemble of atoms
with a Λ-type three-level structure driven by two optical fields. Each atom
in an ensemble has a pair of lower, long lived energy states |g〉 and |s〉. These
states can be realized by the electronic ground state of alkali atoms and the
transition between them is always dipole-forbidden. A state |g〉 is coupled
to an excited state |e〉 through the signal optical field. A second strong
control field is applied to the transition between state |s〉 and |e〉 [Fig. 1].
In this setting, the only way to absorption is by means of the |e〉 level. The
EIT understood as a lack of the absorption emerges by means of destructive
quantum interference between different absorption pathways - the direct
one |g〉-|e〉 and the indirect pathways such as |g〉-|e〉-|s〉-|e〉.[3] If the control
field is much stronger than a signal field and both are detuned by the same
amount, amplitudes of these different pathways have the same magnitude
but the opposite sign and cancel each other.[3] In this picture atoms are said
to be in a so-called dark superposition of the states |g〉 and |s〉, which leads
to vanishing light absorption. Let us examine the Hamiltonian of the atomic
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Figure 1: The three-level Λ-type scheme for EIT. |g〉 and |s〉 are a lower, long
lived energy states and |e〉 is an excited state. Ωs is the Rabi frequency of
the signal field detunned from the atomic transition by ∆1 = ωeg−ωs. Ωc is
the Rabi frequency of the control field detunned from the atomic transition
by ∆2 = ωes − ωc.
Λ-type three-level system driven by a pair of near-resonant optical fields. In
terms of the Hamiltonian Hˆ, the system can be described as a sum of the
free evolution atom Hamiltonian Hˆ0 and the interaction Hamiltonian Hˆint.[3]
Within the dipole approximation and in the rotating wave approximation,
the interaction Hamiltonian Hˆint is given by
Hˆint = −~2
 0 0 Ωs0 −2(∆1 −∆2) Ωc
Ωs Ωc −2∆1
 , (1)
where Ωs is the Rabi frequency of the signal field with frequency ωs detuned
from the corresponding atomic transition by ∆1 = ωeg − ωs and Ωc is the
Rabi frequency of the control field with frequency ωc detunned from the
corresponding atomic transition by ∆2 = ωes − ωc.[3] The dynamics of the
system as whole is captured by the Hamiltonian Hˆ. For two-photon reso-
nance (∆1 = ∆2 = ∆), the Hamiltonian Hˆ has a set of three eigenstates.
In terms of the bare atom states |g〉, |s〉 and |e〉, one of the eigenstates has
the form |ψ(θ)〉 = cosθ|g〉 − sinθ|s〉, where θ is the so-called mixing angle
given by tan θ = Ωs/Ωc.[3, 15] Under a two-photon resonance the |ψ〉 is a
stationary state. The |ψ〉 is called a dark state because it has no contribu-
tion from |e〉, hence there is no possibility of absorption. Consequently, an
opaque atomic medium, i.e., optically thick, is completely transparent to the
signal field in a presence of a strong control field. In general, appearance of
the transparency is independent of the detuning ∆ of the signal optical field
but, as one would expect, the larger ∆ the narrower, in terms of a signal
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field frequency, is the transparency window.[3] Naturally, the ideal trans-
parency occurs at the exact resonance. However, the increased control field
strength can circumvent the limitations that are imposed by the resonance
condition and even away from the resonance transparency can be observed.
The reader should note an interesting feature of the dark state: |ψ〉 depends
on the mixing angle θ. This opens a route to extraordinary possibilities and
applications.
2.1 Stimulated Raman adiabatic passage
The state of a system described above can be easily manipulated with an
appropriate change of Rabi frequencies of the signal and control optical
fields.[3] An adiabatic evolution known as stimulated Raman adiabatic pas-
sage (STIRAP) can be applied to the system to prepare it in a dark state
|ψ〉. The STIRAP technique is governed by the interaction Hamiltonian
Hˆint given above with ∆1 = ∆2 = ∆. The adiabatic passage starts when
Ωs ¿ Ωc and the system is in the ground state |ψ〉 = |g〉. Then Ωs is
adiabatically increased and Ωc is adiabatically decreases up to the point
when sin θ = 1(cos θ = 0) and the dark state |ψ〉 = −|s〉. Consequently,
by choosing appropriate Rabi frequency for both optical fields, it is possible
to transfer a whole atomic population to a maximally coherent dark state
|ψ〉 = 1/√2(|g〉−|s〉).[3] More importantly the STIRAP technique is immune
to spontaneous emission losses since an excited state |e〉 is never populated,
and therefore the number of photons in the optical field is conserved. The
STIRAP technique allow us to prepare the system in one of the bare states
(|g〉 or |s〉) and in any intermediate superposition. Hence, the STIRAP pro-
cedure is a widely used technique for quantum state preparation in atomic
ensembles.
2.2 The propagation phenomena
The EIT technique modifies not only the optical properties of an atomic
medium, the propagation of optical pulses inside a medium is affected as well.
These special propagation effects are the source for a variety of applications.
First of all, the group velocity of a signal field, i.e., the velocity of the
envelope of a wave packet, is changed.[16] Under EIT conditions, the group
velocity, is reduced since the refractive index n is varying rapidly in the
neighborhood of the two-photon resonance as shown in Fig. 2 (the derivative
of the refractive index with respect to the frequency is positive and large)
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and
νgr =
c
n+ dndωω
=
c
1 + ngr
, (2)
with ngr ∼ ρσc/Ω2c is the group index and σ = 3λ2/2pi is the absorption
cross section of an atom and ρ is the atom number density.[3] Moreover, at
Figure 2: Absorption coefficient (Im[χ(1)]) and refractive index n (Re[χ(1)])
of the optical signal field interacting with an atomic medium in the presence
of strong control field. ∆1 is the detuning between the signal field and the
atomic transition. The strong control field is on resonance with the appro-
priate atomic transition, i.e., ∆2 = 0. The above figures were prepared with
a help of chapter on atomic ensembles in quantum information processing
in Ref. [17].
resonance the refractive index is equal to unity therefore the phase velocity,
i.e., the velocity of a phase front, is equal to the speed of light in vacuum
c. For high atomic densities and low Rabi frequency of the control field,
the group velocity can be lowered to very small values. Different scientific
groups performed experiments in which slow group velocities were obtained.
In some of the experiments an ultra-cold and dense vapor Na atoms were
used[18], in others light pulse was stopped in a hot Rb vapor[19] or even
in solids.[20] The most remarkable result was obtained in an experiment by
Hau et al. where the optical pulse was slowed to 17 m/s in a Bose-Einstein
condensate of Na atoms.[21] Naturally, all these experiments suffer from low
transfer and storage efficiency due to decoherence effects that are intrinsic
to the atomic system. All challenges concerning the atomic vapors that are
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encountered by experimentalists were described in the previous section. One
may ask if it is possible to fully stop the optical pulse in the medium, i.e.,
”freeze it”. Unfortunately, the decreasing group velocity leads to the de-
creasing transparency window which at some point vanishes and absorption
of the signal pulse occurs again. To overcome this limitation one may use a
non-stationary, time-dependent control field which dynamically narrows the
frequency spectrum of a signal pulse proportional to the group velocity.[3]
In other words, the group velocity has to be reduced adiabatically and this
allows for the frequency spectrum of the signal pulse to reside within the
transparency window. As one would expect, the trapping of the signal pulse,
i.e., gradual reduction of the control field intensity, should commence when
the entire pulse is within the medium which requires Tsignal < L/νgr to avoid
leakage of the front edge of the signal pulse.[4] This again require an optically
dense atomic medium. The fact that one can slow down and confine an entire
optical pulse in atomic ensemble for some time may seem unheard-of. Al-
though, this effect is much more comprehensible when viewed from the point
of view of an atomic medium. During a slowdown of an optical pulse many
additional and interesting effects happen. The reduced velocity introduces
a time delay of the light pulse in an atomic medium τd = ngrL/c ∼ ρσL and
a spatial compression of the signal pulse in the propagation direction. The
longer propagation time may be very advantageous in the case of non-linear
medium enhancing the non-linear effects. The time delay is proportional to
the optical depth of a medium d = ρσL, therefore substantial time delay
requires optically thick medium. The spatial compression is associated with
different propagation velocities inside and outside the medium. The front
edge of a pulse propagates in the medium with different velocity than its
back edge that propagates outside of the medium with the velocity c. This
gives rise to the spatial compression by a ratio of the group velocity to the
speed of light outside the atomic ensemble.[3, 4] The spatial compression
means that the part of photons from the signal pulse is temporarily stored
in the medium in the form of excitations. It is important to point out that
no energy carried by photons is stored in the medium only the quantum
state of light and the excess energy is transferred to the control field.[4]
This process resembles the stimulated Raman passage. When the optical
pulse enters the medium the total number of photons is reduced and the
state of atomic system is adiabatically changed to a superposition between
the bare states |g〉 or |s〉. When the pulse starts to leave the medium this
process is reversed. The atomic excitations are turned back to the signal
photons with a help of the control field and the state of the system comes
back to the bare state |g〉. Naturally, this adiabatic process depends on the
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strength of the control field.
All these effects associated with slow light propagation can also be an-
alyzed from the point of view of the atomic medium. Under these condi-
tions, a system consisting of an atomic medium driven by optical fields can
be described by introducing a new quantum field Ψˆ(z, t) that is a coherent
mixture of electromagnetic and atomic excitations (|g〉-|s〉 excitation).[3, 15]
The field Ψˆ(z, t) has a form
Ψˆ(z, t) = cosθEˆ(z, t)− sinθ
√
NSˆ(z, t), (3)
cosθ =
Ωc√
Ω2c +Ω2s
, sinθ =
Ωs√
Ω2c +Ω2s
,
where Eˆ(z, t) =
∑
k aˆk(t)e
ikz is the electric field operator of the signal field
consisted of the free-space modes with bosonic operators aˆk and wave vectors
k, Sˆ(z, t) = 1/
√
N
∑N
i=1 |gi〉〈si|e−iωgst corresponds to the atomic wave where
N is the number of atoms in the medium and ωgs is the frequency between
long-lived levels |g〉 and |s〉. The excitation of the field is called a polariton.
The field Ψˆ(z, t) obeys the wave equation:[
∂
∂t
+ c cos2 θ
∂
∂z
]
Ψˆ(z, t) = 0, (4)
and propagates with group velocity νgr = c cos2θ. By gradually changing the
intensity of the control field one can modify the properties of the polariton
from electromagnetic Eˆ(z, t), with propagation velocity close to the speed
of light c, to purely atomic Sˆ(z, t) with propagation velocity close to zero.
It is important to stress that for low group velocities not all but almost
all photons from the optical pulse are transferred to the atomic medium.
The character of the polariton depends on the intensity of control field and
density of atomic medium. In other words, when control field strength is
adiabatically lowered, the signal field is transferred to the atomic medium
and propagates as an atomic wave, therefore in some sense the signal pulse
is ”stopped”. After some time this ”write” process can be reversed. When
an intensity of the control field is increased, the signal pulse is retrieved
from the atomic medium. Consequently, under EIT conditions the atomic
medium acts as a quantum memory capable of slowing down, storing and
releasing optical laser pulses or even single photon wave packets with high
fidelity. The EIT enables to reverse the storing procedure and retrieve writ-
ten information. Most importantly, since the transfer and retrieval of the
light field is an adiabatic and coherent process, all proprieties of the light
pulse are conserved at all times. The applications of electromagnetically
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induced transparency, i.e., the stopping of light pulses by means of the stim-
ulated Raman adiabatic passage, for quantum information processing seem
natural. This technique gives capability for coherent transfer of quantum
states between optical light fields and matter system such as atomic va-
pors. Therefore, EIT can be used for preparation of specific nonclassical
and entangled states of atomic medium.[22]
2.3 Atomic medium as single-photon quantum memory
The EIT and all associated phenomena can also be observed for single-
photon wave packets. Hence, one can imagine a single-photon coherently
mapped onto atomic medium.[23, 24] The subsequent state of a medium is
described by symmetric and collective atomic state given by
|s〉 = 1√
N
N∑
j=1
|g1, g2, . . . , sj , . . . , gN 〉, (5)
with high fidelity.[23] The |s〉 is a coherent W state. The optically dense
EIT medium may serve as a good quantum memory that can be employed
as a node in quantum network or quantum repeater.[25, 26] All atoms in
a medium have the same probability of absorbing a single photon. This
implies a very attractive feature of the collective state: it is impossible to
learn which atom really absorbed a photon.[4] Therefore, within small error
the loss of one atom has no effect on the fidelity of resulting state. This
remarkable property of collective states make them very robust with re-
spect to decoherence and losses.[4] In general, EIT based quantum memory
is capable of storing not only single photon states but any superposition
of photonic states, e.g. an entangled state. Although, the EIT based ap-
plications for quantum information science are very promising, one has to
remember about many potential limitation associated with atomic based
quantum memories. In many experiential trials, it has been proved that
for high transfer-storage-retrieval efficiency, one has to use an atomic en-
semble with a very large optical depth, i.e., high density of atoms or large
sample size.[7] Consequently, higher density will introduce stronger colli-
sional and dephasing effects, which are one of the most severe decoherence
effects.[27, 28] Collisions during write and read processes may substantially
limit the fidelity of quantum memory.[6] One way of dealing with the de-
coherence processes such as collisions and diffusion is exploitation of a cold
atomic vapors in strong optical traps. Other ways are specific, entangled
states of light as input fields and optimal input pulse shapes.[7, 8, 27]
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In spite of many difficulties, recent advances in quantum memories are re-
markable. In recent experiments, truly quantum, optical memories that pre-
serve quantum features of light such as entanglement have been demonstrated.[29,
30, 31] In these experiments, a quantum memory was fed by a non-classical
field of light originating from an atomic ensemble. An atomic ensemble
serving as a source is prepared by a weak laser pulse so that only one of
the atoms is in the excited state. This is so-called weak excitation regime.
The excited atom relaxes to one of the lower energy levels emitting a sin-
gle photon, the so-called Stokes photon that carries less energy than the
absorbed photon. Next, the strong retrieve laser pulse brings the atomic
medium back to its ground state and atomic excitation is converted into
anti-Stokes photon.[2, 30, 31] The described technique proved to be ex-
tremely useful not only as a way of generating single-photon pulses but
in many different applications such as the quantum repeater protocol, i.e.,
the DLCZ protocol. Subsequently, the nonclassical character of the source
was verified with a help of the correlation function. Conditional on detec-
tion of one Stokes photon, after the retrieve pulse one observes either no
anti-Stokes photons or exactly one anti-Stokes photon as the output of the
source. The single-photon pulses are then stored and released by means of
EIT techniques, i.e., the control field is turned off and after a delay time
reapplied again. In experiment by Choi et al. the single-photon pulses
are stored for 1 µs in cold Rb atoms trapped in a magneto-optical trap
(MOT) with overall transfer-storage-retrieval efficiency of 17%. In other
experiments by Chaneliere et al. and Eisaman et al. the overall efficiency
was close to 6%. The experiment by Choi et al. stands out because it ex-
ploits the entangled state of a photonic qubit. A single-photon from the
atomic source is split on a beam splitter so that the two components of the
input state of the form |ψin〉 = 1/
√
2(|0〉A|1〉B + eiϕ|1〉A|0〉B) are directed
into two atomic vapors.[2, 31] The EIT procedure is repeated now for two
atomic ensembles. Subsequent tomography of the retrieved state verifies
that the quantum memory conserved entanglement. The overall efficiency
of transfer-storage-retrieval of entanglement is 20%. The described exper-
iments are proof-of-principle experiments rather than reliable implementa-
tions of quantum memories. Still they demonstrate significant progress.
Naturally, for applications in a distributed quantum network the overall ef-
ficiency has to be much higher. The difficulty of relatively low efficiency of
transfer-storage-retrieval process can be circumvented with an exploitation
of atomic medium with increased optical depth d and optimizing the shape
of the control field with respect to the signal field. The efficiency of the
optical quantum memory depends mostly on the optical depth d. However,
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the retrieval efficiency can be sharply increased if one uses the control field
that stores the given signal field in optimal way.[2] In a recent experiment
Novikova et al. used the iterative optimization procedure that maximized
the storage and retrieval efficiency. First an initial optical pulse was stored
and retrieved. Then time-reversed profile of the retrieved pulse was used
as next input for the atomic memory. The whole procedure was repeated
and converged very quickly to the optimal input pulse profile. The over-
all efficiency of the transfer-storage-retrieval process for optimal input field
was close to 45%. Moreover this experiment was performed for warm 87Rb
vapor with relatively low optical depth d ' 9. The exploitation of cold
atomic vapors with increased optical depths should boost the overall light-
storage efficiency. The experiment of Novikova et al. confirmed again that
the optical depth is the key figure of merit for the efficiency of quantum
memories.
Finally, we would like to mention a quite interesting application of EIT
technique, namely the possibility of building atomic-vapor-based high ef-
ficiency photon detectors with an estimated detection efficiency of ηD ≈
99.8%.[32] The single photons stored inside a medium can be counted by
means of resonant fluorescence. Moreover, if the detection of light stored
in an atomic ensemble does not alter the state of a medium, this kind of
the detector could then realize a quantum nondemolition measurement of
the photon-number operator since one can retrieve photons stored in atomic
medium.[33]
Apart from EIT and Raman interaction, one may induce coherent be-
havior of a macroscopic atomic medium with a help of Rydberg atoms. In
the following section we introduce a notion of the Rydberg state and the
dipole-blockade mechanism.
3 Rydberg state and dipole blockade mechanism
Although the concept of Rydberg atom is known for more than 100 years,
physicists are able to study them in laboratory only since nineteen seventies.
Despite of this short period of experimental studies, we know already that
Rydberg atoms allow for a number of interesting applications. The Rydberg
state is a state of an alkali atom characterized by a high principal quantum
number n.[34] Rydberg atoms possess a number of remarkable properties.
To begin with, Rydberg atoms are very large compared to normal atoms.
The radius of a Rydberg atom scales as n2a0, where a0 is the Bohr radius,
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and the binding energy of a Rydberg state is given by
E = − R
(n− δ)2 = −
R
n∗2
, (6)
where R is the Rydberg constant, n∗ is the effective quantum number, and
δ is the quantum defect which corrects for the deviation from a case of the
hydrogen atom.[35] This implies that the valence electron is very weakly
bound to the nucleus. Moreover, the Rydberg states characterize with an
incredibly long lifetime, which scales as τ0n5 where τ0 is the typical lower
level lifetime of around ∼10ns. Hence, Rydberg states possess lifetimes of
order of ms and even longer.
Because of a very weak binding energy, the Rydberg atoms are extremely
sensitivity to external electric fields. The Rydberg energy levels are easily
perturbed by modest electric fields. Higher electric fields can even ionize Ry-
dberg atoms. In fact, the ionization is commonly used as one of the detection
methods. This sensitivity to electric fields is the source of a phenomenon
called the dipole blockade mechanism. Atoms in Rydberg states have large
dimensions and large dipole moments, resulting in a strong dipole–dipole
interaction.[36] Under certain circumstances the effect of strong dipole–
dipole interaction can be observed in laboratory. The dipole blockade mech-
anism was observed experimentally in small clouds of alkali atoms, such
as Rubidium in a vapor cell.[37, 38] This mechanism prevents populating
states of an atomic ensembles with two or more atoms excited to the Ryd-
berg level.[4] A single atom in a micron-sized atomic ensemble excited to a
Rydberg state with a narrowband laser can inhibit excitation of the other
atoms in the sample if the long range Rydberg-Rydberg interactions are
much larger than a linewidth of the Rydberg state.
The physics of the dipole blockade mechanism is presented in Fig. 3. An
optical pulse resonant with a transition to the Rydberg state |r〉 will create a
Rydberg atom with a very large dipole moment [Fig. 3 (a.)]. For sufficiently
short separations, the long range Rydberg-Rydberg interactions (dipole in-
teractions) between the Rydberg atom and the other atoms will cause a shift
in the Rydberg transition energy of the other atoms. Therefore, the optical
pulse becomes off-resonant with the other atoms, and the ensemble is trans-
parent to the pulse. Under dipole blockade conditions, the mesoscopic vapor
behaves as one superatom with a two-level structure. A single excitation is
coherently shared by all atoms in a sample and one is able to observe Rabi
oscillations. Naturally, effectiveness of the blockade depends on an average
strength of the interaction between atoms in the ensemble.
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Figure 3: Diagram representing the dipole blockade mechanism. The ground
state |g〉 and Rydberg state |r〉 are coupled by means of a narrowband
laser. (a.) After an appropriate interaction time one of the atoms in atomic
medium is excited to the Rydberg state |r〉. (b.) Presence of a single atom
in the Rydberg state |r〉 shifts energy levels of all other atoms located within
the long range Rydberg-Rydberg interactions distance and blocks any fur-
ther excitations.
The long range Rydberg-Rydberg interactions have different type de-
pending on the separation between atoms. The usual van der Waals in-
teraction of types C5/R5 or C6/R6 can be resonantly enhanced by Fo¨rster
processes to the C3/R3 long range interaction. In the absence of an external
electric field, the Rydberg-Rydberg interactions are of the van der Waals
type C5/R5 or C6/R6.[39] In a static electric field, a Rydberg atom pos-
sesses a large permanent dipole moment p, which scales as ∼ qa0n2 with
q the electron charge, which leads to a much stronger and longer C3/R3
interaction. A pair of Rydberg atoms i and j interact with each other via
dipole-dipole potential Vdd,
Vdd =
pipj − 3(pi · eij)(pj · eij)
4pi²0|ri − rj |3 =
p2
4pi²0R3
(1− 3 cos2 θ), (7)
where eij is a unit vector along the interatomic direction, θ is the angle
between the interatomic separation R = |R| = |ri − rj | and the electric
field z direction. In general, the interaction between Rydberg atoms can be
quite strong. However, for some angles Vdd vanishes which is undesirable
for dipole blockade purpose.[39] Fortunately, there is another method to
induce a strong, isotropic interaction between Rydberg atoms, comparable
to Vdd. The resonant collisional process (Fo¨rster process) transfers energy
between two atoms through the dipole-dipole interaction with strength ∼
ρ1ρ2/R
3, where ρ1 and ρ2 are the dipole matrix elements between initial and
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final energy states of the interacting atoms.[40] Therefore, the usual van der
Waals interaction can be resonantly enhanced by Fo¨rster processes such as
nl+nl→ n′l′+n′′l′′ when the nl+nl states are degenerated in energy with
the n′l′ + n′′l′′ states. The Fo¨rster process induces an interaction potential
of the form
V±(R) =
δ
2
±
√
4U3(R)2
3
+
δ2
4
, (8)
where
U3(R) = q2〈nl||r||n′l′〉〈nl||r||n′′l′′〉/R3, (9)
with δ = E(n′l′) + E(n′′l′′) − 2E(nl) is the Fo¨rster energy defect. There is
no angular dependence for the potential V±(R) so an interaction is isotropic.
For perfect Fo¨rster degeneracy (δ = 0) V+(R) would be of similar strength
and range to Vdd.[39] Although at the large separations, a non-zero Fo¨rster
energy defect reduces long-range interaction between the atoms to be van
der Waals C6/R6 type. However, if the Fo¨rster energy defects are smaller
compared to the fine-structure splitting, then strong C3/R3 interaction can
even occur at longer range.
Although Fo¨rster processes are very promising as a method to induce
very long-range C3/R3 interactions, there are some selection rules that need
to be fulfilled for obtaining high fidelity dipole blockade. Only for l′ = l′′ =
l+1 there are no so-called Fo¨rster zero states with C3 = 0.[39] Therefore, a
fidelity of the dipole blockade mechanism is highly dependent on a weakest
interactions between degenerate Rydberg states and may be reduced under
unfortunate circumstances. In the case of the Fo¨rster zero states, strength of
the interaction between Rydberg atoms is not enhanced and reduces to the
usual van der Waals long-range type. Therefore, a strong dipole blockade
requires tuning of the resonances by means of an electric field.[39] The other
possibility for attaining strong dipole blockade is to rely on the van der Waals
interaction which at smaller distances, less than 5 µm, is large enough to mix
the fine-structure levels together, so the interaction is of the Vdd type.[41]
As one would expect, the concept of dipole blockade mechanism fueled a
number of interesting proposals such as a method to entangle large numbers
of atoms.[4] Fortunately, the exact strength of the dipole blockade in these
proposals is not important as long as it is greater than the linewidth of a
Rydberg state. Therefore, the atoms can be located at random distances
R from each other.[39] Moreover, with the dipole blockade mechanism at
hand, one avoid a problem of mechanical interactions between atoms, since
states with two or more atoms in the Rydberg state are never populated.
Therefore, the atoms avoid heating and the internal states of the atoms are
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decoupled from the atomic motion.[4]
The range and quality of the dipole interaction has been studied exten-
sively. In papers by Walker and Saffman the primary errors that enter the
blockade process were analyzed.[38, 41] Naturally, the two most common er-
rors are the occurrence of doubly-excited Rydberg states and singly-excited
states outside the desired two-level system. In the case of Rubidium atoms
with principal quantum number n = 70, the blockade energy shift is approx-
imately 1 MHz. Hence, a strong and reliable blockade is possible for two
atoms with separation up to ∼ 10 µm.[41] Moreover, decoherence associated
with spontaneous emission from long-lived Rydberg states can be quite low
(∼ 1 ms). The dipole blockade mechanism can be used to build fast quantum
gates, i.e., a two qubit phase gate.[42, 43, 44] The long-range dipole-dipole
interaction between atoms can be employed to realize a universal phase gate
between pairs of single-photon pulses.[45, 46, 47] Most importantly, the ideas
based on the dipole blockade mechanism are experimentally feasible.
The single quantum sensitivity suggests that the dipole blockade mecha-
nism can be used to create cluster (graph) states: The blockade mechanism
can be used in a heralding type of entangling operations and render them to
be nearly deterministic.[48] Before introducing nearly deterministic entan-
gling protocol based on the dipole blockade mechanism, let us first review
several schemes for probabilistic entanglement generation between atomic
vapors.
4 Entanglement in atomic ensembles
Initially, atomic vapors were proposed as fast quantum interfaces. However,
it is also possible to define a qubit (stationary qubit or quantum proces-
sor) in an atomic ensemble, and the question remains how to implement the
entangling operations between the qubits that enable universal distributed
quantum computation. One may choose to create a large network of spatially
separated quantum processors and connect them with quantum communica-
tion channels. However, in fact it suffices to create a inherently distributed,
large entangled multi-qubit resource —the graph state— after which the
entire computation proceeds via single-qubit measurements.[49, 50] Graph
states are large arrays of isolated qubits connected (entangled) via CZ op-
erations. The graph states are a scalable resource and can be built up with
probabilistic entangling operations with psuccess > 0.[51] When the success
probability of entangling operation is low, a very large overhead in optical
elements is required. Moreover, finite coherence times of the qubits limit
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practical use of the graph states. Hence, it is extremely important to build
them up in an efficient way.
In this section, we are going to focus on the probabilistic entanglement
generation between two distant qubits implemented as atomic ensembles.
We are especially interested in the heralded entanglement generation, i.e.,
detection of an object such as single photon heralds the creation of entangle-
ment between two distant macroscopic objects such as atomic ensembles.[52]
The heralded protocols work with some success probability psuccess, which
in principle depend on structure of the protocol, the efficiency of detection
method and the physical implementation. Therefore, for efficient entangle-
ment generation one has two choices: either prepare many copies of physical
systems or repeat entanglement procedure sufficient number of times. If
psuccess is small, it takes on average 1/psuccess copies or repetitions to create
entanglement between two distant ensembles on average. The probabilistic
nature of the heralded entanglement procedures imposes some limitations
on its practical use in quantum computation but not in quantum communi-
cation.
4.1 The DLCZ protocol
One of the well known entangling protocols is the DLCZ protocol. It was
devised by Duan et al. as a quantum repeater protocol. The quantum re-
peaters are essential for long distance quantum communication. The DLCZ
protocol is realized on two macroscopic atomic ensembles, balanced beam
splitter and two single-photon photodetectors. The relevant atomic level
structure is shown in Fig. 4. The N atoms in an ensemble have two lower,
long lived energy states |g〉, |s〉 (Zeeman sublevels of the ground state), and
an excited state |e〉. The protocol begins with all atoms prepared in the
ground state |g〉. Then a weak laser pulse that addresses off-resonantly |g〉-
|e〉 transition transferees, preferably a single atom to the state |s〉 and simul-
taneously produces a single, forward-scattered Stokes photon. This process
resembles stimulated Raman passage (STIRAP) and the whole state of the
ensemble-light system is given by
|φ〉EL = |0〉E |0〉L +√pe|S〉E |1〉L +O(pe), (10)
where |0〉E is the ensemble collective ground state given by |0〉E = |g1, g2, . . . , gN 〉,
|0〉L is the vacuum state of light, |S〉E is the collective state of the ensem-
ble given by |S〉E = 1/
√
N
∑N
j=1 |g1, g2, . . . , sj , . . . , gN 〉, |1〉L represents the
single forward-scattered Stokes photon state and pe is the excitation proba-
bility that because of weak excitation laser pulse is small. The above state
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represents the very heart of the DLCZ protocol. The STIRAP procedure can
be applied simultaneously to two ensembles. In the result, a single forward-
scatted Stokes photon is produced in one of the ensembles. It is not possible
to learn which ensemble is a source of a Stokes photon. The light modes from
both ensembles are then combined on the balanced beam splitter (BS) to
erase which-path information (see Fig. 4 (a.)). Following the detector click
on one of the photodetectors (D1,D2) the maximally entangle state of two
ensembles Ψ± = 1/
√
2(|S〉A|0〉B ± |0〉A|S〉B) is created. This scheme works
with the probability given by pe. Hence, the entangled state will be gener-
ated on average after 1/psuccess procedure repetitions. As mentioned above,
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Figure 4: (a.) The relevant three-level Λ-type structure and diagram of
the DLCZ protocol. |g〉 and |s〉 are a lower, long lived energy states and
|e〉 is an excited state. The blue line represents a weak, write laser pulse.
Conditionally on the detector click entanglement is created between A-B
ensembles. (b.) Diagram of the entanglement swapping procedure. The red
line represents a read-out laser pulse. Conditionally on the detector click
entanglement is extended to C-D ensembles.
the DLCZ protocol is in fact a quantum repeater protocol. The DLCZ pro-
tocol enables the entanglement of two atomic ensembles and then through
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swapping entanglement, the connection can be established between distant
sites.[1] In other words, the DLCZ protocol enables the distribution of entan-
glement between distributed quantum network nodes. If one prepares two
pairs of atomic ensembles (A-C and B-D) in the maximally entangled state,
then by means of a read-out laser pulse, applied to the |s〉-|e〉 transition,
stored atomic excitation of a single ensemble in each pair can be converted
into light modes (see Fig. 4 (b.)). These light modes are again combined on
the balanced beam splitter to erase which-path information, and, condition-
ally on the detector click, entanglement is extended to the more distant C-D
ensembles. This procedure is called an entanglement swapping, and can in
principle be applied many times creating a communication channel between
distant nodes.
The interesting feature of the DLCZ protocol is the fact that it has
built-in entanglement purification. The fidelity imperfection of the proto-
col is proportional to the pe and can be lowered close to zero for small
excitation probabilities.[1] The DLCZ protocol is scalable and highly effi-
cient in comparison with direct communication methods. Apart from the
communication applications, the DLCZ protocol can be used for quantum
teleportation, cryptography and to show the violation of a Bell inequality.
The DLCZ protocol drew a lot of attention from experimental groups all
around the world. The first experimental attempts to realize the quantum
repeater were limited to the generation of nonclassical photon pairs origi-
nating from a single atomic ensemble.[25, 26, 53] In these experiments by
means of a write pulse (Raman adiabatic passage) a collective atomic state
is created together with a single Stokes photon. After some programmable
delay time, the read pulse is applied to the atomic ensemble resulting in a
generation of second photon - anti-Stokes photon. The quantum (nonclas-
sical) character of correlations between both photons is confirmed by the
violation of a Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.[25, 26, 53] Although none of the
mentioned experiments implemented the DLCZ protocol, techniques used
in these experiments are considered as a first and a crucial step in the re-
alization of the protocol.[25] Shortly after these initial experiments, the full
quantum repeater implementations were realized.[27, 31, 54, 55, 56] The
DLCZ protocol was realized on the atomic ensembles consisting of ∼ 105
atoms separated by few meters.[54] The experiments involve preparation of
the collective atomic states and the read out of quantum memories after
some delay time. The quality of the entanglement between quantum nodes
is given in terms of concurrence C[27, 31, 54] or validated by the violation
of the Bell inequality.[55, 56] There are several factors that limit the perfor-
mance of DLCZ protocol. The main one is low retrieval efficiency varying in
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range from 30% to 60% and decoherence of the collective atomic states.[27]
An interesting extension of the quantum repeater protocol to include
quantum teleportation was devised by Chen et al. They demonstrated tele-
portation between photonic and atomic qubits.[57] The quantum state of
a single photon was teleported onto an atomic ensemble, stored for up to
8µs and then converted back to a photonic state.[57] The main advantage of
this scheme over other teleportation protocols is the prospect of storing the
teleported state and reusing it for further quantum applications. Although
this technique makes large-scale communication and distributed quantum
computation more feasible, it is not yet useful for practical applications due
to many experimental limitation, such as short quantum memory lifetime.
4.2 The double-heralding protocol
Another protocol for probabilistic entanglement generation between spa-
tially separated quantum nodes is the double-heralding protocol. Here, en-
tanglement is established after two consecutive single photon detections,
hence the name of the protocol. The double-heralding protocol is based on
matter qubits and linear optics. Let us consider a two spatially separated
matter qubits, e.g. single atoms or atomic ensembles, each having two lower
energy levels |g〉 and |s〉, and an excited level |e〉, which is coupled only to
the |g〉 level by means of an optical pulse.[51, 58] If a matter qubit is realized
by an atomic ensemble, the above energy levels are represented by collec-
tive atomic states. The energy levels |g〉 and |s〉 constitute the qubit states.
The protocol begins with both matter qubits prepared in the separable state
|φ〉LR = 12(|s〉+ |g〉)L(|s〉+ |g〉)R. We apply an optical pi pulse to each qubit
which results in a single photon being emitted when a matter system spon-
taneously goes back to the |g〉 level. Following above manipulations, the
total state of the matter qubits and output modes of light is given by
|Φ〉 = 1
2
(|ss〉|00〉+ |sg〉|01〉+ |gs〉|10〉+ |gg〉|11〉), (11)
where |0〉 and |1〉 denote the vacuum and a single photon state, respectively.
The modes of light are then combined on the balanced beam splitter (BS)
to erase which-path information, which results in the state:
|Φ〉 = 1
2
{|ss〉|00〉+ 1√
2
[(|sg〉+|gs〉)|01〉+(|sg〉−|gs〉)|10〉+|gg〉(|20〉+|02〉)]}.
(12)
Following the beam splitter, the light modes are coupled to the regular
photodetectors that must have a low dark count rate. Conditional on a single
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detector click D± the state of the matter qubits is given by the following
density operator:
ρ(±) =
1
2− η |Ψ
±〉〈Ψ±|+ 1− η
2− η |gg〉〈gg|, (13)
where |Ψ±〉 = 1√
2
(|sg〉 ± |gs〉) and η is the combined photon collection and
detection efficiency.[51] The above state is a mixed state. To remove the
second, separable part of the mixed state ρ(±), a bit flip must be applied to
both matter qubits. In the case of a matter qubit implemented as atomic
ensemble, a bit flip is not a trivial operation. In fact, for reliable bit flip
operation one has to make use of the dipole-blockade mechanism. In the
next section, we review the concept of an atomic ensemble as single qubit
system and analyze in detail a scheme for single-qubit operations in atomic
ensembles. After a bit flip, we repeat the whole procedure. Therefore, after
a second measurement event (single detector click in D±) the total state of
two qubits is projected onto the pure maximally entangled state
|Ψ±〉 = 1√
2
(|sg〉 ± |gs〉), (14)
with success probability p = η
2
2 and unit fidelity. The double-heralding
protocol can be used to efficiently create multi-qubit graph states with
only moderate overhead in physical resources, which together with the one-
way model of computation can be used to implement universal quantum
computation.[51, 59] The procedure is a fully scalable scheme for universal
quantum computation assuming that the physical implementation allows
high-fidelity single qubit operations and measurements.
The double-heralding protocol posses many attractive features. The scheme
is based on the simple level structure and simple optical network which im-
ply rather straightforward phase stabilization. Moreover, the protocol works
for distributed qubits which facilitate control of decoherence and permits
applications in quantum communication such as quantum repeaters. The
main disadvantage of the double-heralding protocol is the success probabil-
ity (p = η
2
2 ) depending on the collection of photon which makes it sensible
to photon loss. This problem was addressed by the broker-client model
devised by Benjamin et al.[60] In the broker-client model two qubits are
placed in each node. One of them is used for entanglement generation be-
tween nodes and the other one serves for storing of the entanglement when
double-heralding procedure succeeds. In this way, influence of a extreme
photon loss is suppressed and effective graph state generation with small
overhead in physical resources is feasible.
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From the experimental point of view one of the main challenges in im-
plementing double-heralding protocol is generation of the indistinguishable
photons. However, the following experiments prove that this is possible.
There is a number of physical systems that may be used to represent a
matter qubit such as trapped ions or atoms, NV centers in diamond and
Pauli blockade quantum dots.[58] In the experiment by D. L. Moehring
et al.[61] two trapped 171Yb+ ions are separated by one meter. Each of
the ions emits a single photon which polarization is entangled with each
ion. The single photons are then combined on the balanced beam splitter
and detected by photon-counting photomultiplier tubes (PTMs). In this
experiment entanglement is generated for the system with more complex
level structure. However, in the essence the mentioned experiment and the
double-heralding protocol are analogous. The entanglement between ions
is confirmed by violation of a Bell inequality.[62] Unfortunately when all
experimental limitations are taken into the account heralded entanglement
between ions is established every 8.5 min. This result is consistent with a
general observation that for η ¿ 1 the success probability of the generation
of a maximally entangled state of even two qubits can be quite low. There-
fore, generation of multi-qubit graph states for quantum computation, or
quantum communication has to be based on protocols with higher success
probabilities.
A deterministic protocol for implementing a universal two-qubit gate be-
tween two atoms placed in optical cavities was proposed by Lim et al.[63]
The two-qubit interactions are induced using single-photons, that originate
from atom-cavity matter systems, linear optics and photodetectors. The
qubits are encoded in two atomic ground states and prepared in an ar-
bitrary state |Ψ〉 = α|0〉 + β|1〉. Subsequently, an encoding operation is
applied to each matter system that transforms the state of each qubit to
|Ψ〉 = α|0, E〉 + β|1, L〉. In other words, each atom in an optical cavity
emits a single photon at an early (E) or a late (L) time. The atom-cavity
system acts as ”on-demand” single photon source. Therefore, the encoded
state contains both the initial state of an atom-cavity matter system and the
state of single photon. This is so-called time-bin encoding. Consequently,
one can prepare two atom-cavity systems and two single photons in the
arbitrary encoded state. At this point, the measurement in the appropri-
ate basis (mutually unbiased basis formed by single photon basis states |E〉
and |L〉) can realize any universal two-qubit gate.[64] However, some certain
experimental implementations and measurement bases may involve rather
complicated linear optical setups. The main strength of this protocol is its
repeatability. If the proposed gate fails then the original input state can be
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recovered by local operations and whole procedure can be repeated until suc-
cessful operation is achieved.[64] On average two repetitions are required to
realize the gate operation. This repeat-until-successmodus operandi leads to
the deterministic two-qubit gate operations. Unfortunately, in the presence
of unavoidable photon loss, the above procedure becomes probabilistic.[64]
The successful implementation of the two-qubit gates requires detection of
a photon pair in appropriate outputs of optical network and the failure
associated with photon emission, collection or detection leaves the matter
qubits in an unknown state. Although, the failure of the scheme is heralded
and scalable quantum computing is still possible, the overall overhead cost
associated with the procedure may be increased significantly.[64]
Here, we present another entangling protocol that in principle is also
deterministic. This protocol employs dipole blockade mechanism between
Rydberg atoms. We show how to efficiently create graph states using single
photons interacting with atomic ensembles via the dipole blockade mech-
anism. The protocol requires identical single-photon sources, one atomic
medium per physical qubit placed in the arms of a Mach–Zehnder inter-
ferometer, and regular photodetectors. We present a general entangling
procedure, as well as a procedure that generates Q-qubit GHZ states with
success probability psuccess ∼ ηQ/2, where η is the combined detection and
source efficiency. This is significantly more efficient than any known ro-
bust probabilistic entangling operation.[64, 51] The GHZ states are locally
equivalent to the graph state and form the basic building block for universal
graph states. Our protocol significantly reduces an overhead in optical ele-
ments and leads to better quantum computing prospects. However, before
giving a detailed description of a new entangling operation, let us review
a scheme for implementing single-qubit operations on the qubit defined in
atomic ensemble and analyze it in detail.
5 Atomic ensemble as single qubit system and single-
qubit gates
Until now we have avoided the issue of single qubit operations in atomic
media. An atomic ensemble can serve as a qubit as long as one is able to
apply single qubit rotations. A qubit may be represented by a micron-sized
atomic ensemble, cooled to µK temperatures by the far off-resonant optical
trap (FORT) or magneto-optical trap (MOT). The N atoms at positions rj
in an ensemble have three lower, long lived energy states |g〉, |e〉, and |s〉
(see Fig. 5). The qubit states in a mesoscopic ensemble are collective states
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are defined as
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Figure 5: Diagram of atomic level structure with allowed atomic transitions.
States |g〉, |e〉, and |s〉 can be realized by a lower, long lived energy states
of alkali atoms. Ωg denotes Rabi frequency of a laser pulse coupling |g〉
and |e〉 states. A second laser pulse Ωs is applied to the transition between
the highly excited Rydberg level |r〉 and the state |s〉. This transition may
possibly be a two-photon process. Ωr denotes Rabi frequency of a weak
laser pulse coupling |e〉 and |r〉 states. Both laser pulses Ωr and Ωs may be
detunned from the corresponding atomic transition by ∆.
|0〉L ≡ |g〉 = |g1, g2, . . . , gN 〉 , (15)
|1〉L ≡ |s〉 = 1√
N
N∑
j=1
eik·rj |g1, g2, . . . , sj , . . . , gN 〉. (16)
Energy levels |g〉 and |s〉 play the role of storage states and transition be-
tween these states is always dipole-forbidden. These qubits states have a
very desirable property of long coherence times. However, in the case of the
qubit states defined as collective states of mesoscopic ensemble, the single-
qubit manipulations are more complex than in the case of a qubit realized
on a single atom. Moreover, one cannot use the weak excitation regime to
implement reliable single-qubit operations. In fact, the simplest approach to
this problem is to realize single-qubit rotations by means of classical optical
pulses and the dipole blockade mechanism. In a paper by Brion, Mølmer,
and Saffman[44], the single-qubit rotations are performed with only three
laser pulses (see Fig. 6). The laser pulses illuminate the entire ensemble and
excite all atoms with equal probability.[4] The states |e〉 and |r〉 participate
in the interaction part of the scheme. First, a pi pulse transfers a single
atom from |s〉 to |r〉, then a coherent coupling of states with zero and one
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Rydberg excited atom is applied for appropriate amount of time and finally,
a pi pulse transfers a single atom from |r〉 to |s〉 (the reader may notice that
two additional pi pulses are depicted in Fig. 6 that transfer population from
the storage level |g〉 to |e〉 and back again). Therefore, in the case of a bit
flip operation (X) the coherent coupling is just a pi pulse with a real Rabi
frequency, and the Hadamard gate (H) can be performed by a pi/2-pulse
on the same transition. An arbitrary phase gate Φ(φ) = exp(−iφZ/2) is
realized by a detuned optical pulse applied to the transition between |s〉 and
an auxiliary level |a〉 (not shown in Fig. 6). The gates Φ(φ), X, and H
generate all single-qubit operations. The readout of a qubit is based on the
resonance fluorescence and again requires an auxiliary level |a〉. An optical
laser drives a transition between |s〉 and |a〉 producing a large number of
fluorescence photons. If the measurement gives no fluorescence photons, the
qubit is in |0〉L. Otherwise, a state of the qubit is projected into |1〉L.
In summary, all single-qubit manipulations can be implemented in the
dipole blockade regime with a laser pulse of a well-defined length and phase
resonant with transition between a lower energy level and Rydberg state.
The single-qubit manipulations can be executed rather fast through collec-
tive enhancement. The collective enhancement emerge from the fact that
although only one atom is excited to Rydberg state, all N atoms in atomic
medium interact with a laser field. In general, the above technique for
implementing single-qubit manipulation is capable of generating any super-
positions of collective qubit states of mesoscopic ensembles.
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Figure 6: Diagram representing the bit flip operation (X). (a.) Rotation
from |0〉L to |1〉L and (b.) rotation from |1〉L to |0〉L. See the text for an
explanation.
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The scheme for implementing single-qubit operation relies heavily on the
dipole blockade mechanism. We analyze the above scheme for the case of a
bit flip operation X. Therefore, we need to carefully consider the evolution
of the system under a pi pulse applied to the transition between |e〉 and
|r〉. In the following discussion, we use levels |g〉 and |e〉 to denote a low-
lying level. In general, the interaction of atoms with an optical laser pulse,
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Figure 7: The dipole blockade mechanism. The level structure consists
of collective states of a mesoscopic atomic ensemble. The state |e〉 is the
collective low-lying state, |r〉 is the singly excited Rydberg state and |rr〉 is
the doubly excited state. Ω is the Rabi frequency of a weak laser pulse that
is out of resonance with the transition between single and double excited
states. ∆¯ is the mean dipole shift induced by a presence of a single atom in
Rydberg state.
within the dipole approximation and in the rotating frame approximation,
is governed by interaction Hamiltonian Hˆint
Hˆint = −i~
N∑
j=1
Ωj σjre exp[i(ωre − ω)t]
−i~
N∑
j,k>j
Ωk σjkrr exp[i(ωre − ω)t] + H.c., (17)
where Ωj = Ωeik·rj is the Rabi frequency, ω = kc is the frequency of an op-
tical laser pulse, σjre = |rj〉〈e| and σjkrr = |rjrk〉〈rj | are the atomic transition
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operators (see Fig. 7).[65] The first transition operator σjre corresponds to
the transition between the collective state |e〉 and the singly excited state
|r〉 = 1√
N
N∑
j=1
eik·rj |rj〉, (18)
where |rj〉 = |e1, e2, . . . , rj , . . . , eN 〉. The second one corresponds to the
transition between the singly excited state |r〉 and the doubly excited state
|rr〉 =
√
2
N(N − 1)
N∑
j,k>j
ei(k·rj+k·rk)|rjrk〉, (19)
where |rjrk〉 = |e1, e2, . . . , rj , . . . , rk, . . . , eN 〉. We assume that the optical
laser pulse is resonant with a transition between |e〉 and |r〉 (ωre − ω = 0).
Then, the dipole interaction between two Rydberg atoms is given by
Vˆdd = ~
N∑
j,k>j
∆jk|rjrk〉〈rjrk|, (20)
where ∆jk = C6|rj−rk|6 is the dipole shift of the weakest van der Waals type.
Hence, the coupling of levels |e〉 and |r〉 is described by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ = Hˆint + Vˆdd. The state vector of an atomic ensemble is given by
|ψ(t)〉 = cg|g〉+
N∑
j=1
cje
ik·rj |rj〉+
N∑
j,k>j
cjke
i(k·rj+k·rk)|rjrk〉. (21)
In the limit where the dipole shift is much larger than the Rabi frequency
of an optical laser pulse ∆jk À Ωj , the Schro¨dinger equation for amplitudes
of the state vector gives
c˙g =
√
NΩcr, (22)
c˙r = −
√
NΩcg +
Ω√
N
N∑
j,k>j
cjk, (23)
N∑
j,k>j
c˙jk = −
N∑
j,k>j
Ωcj − i
N∑
j,k>j
cjk∆jk, (24)
with cr =
√
Ncj .[65] Elimination of the doubly excited Rydberg state de-
scribed by Eq. (24) by means of an adiabatic approximation (c˙jk ≈ 0)
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yields
c˙g =
√
NΩcr, (25)
c˙r = −
√
NΩcg +
i∆¯Ω2
N
cr, (26)
where ∆¯ =
∑N
j,k>j
1
∆jk
is the mean dipole shift. The solution of Eq. (26)
for cg(0) = 1 (initially all atoms are in a low-lying state |g〉) reads as
|cr(t)|2 = sin2(
√
NlΩt)/l, (27)
with l = 1 + ∆¯
2Ω2
4N3
. The evolution from collective state |e〉 to singly excited
state |r〉 in time t = pi
2
√
NlΩ
occurs with probability P1 = 1/l. In the limit of
finite dipole blockade, the probability of unwanted double excitations after
the pi pulse is given by
P2 =
N∑
j,k>j
|cjk|2 = ∆¯P2Ω
2
N
, (28)
with ∆¯P2 =
∑N
j,k>j
1
∆2jk
. A finite blockade also implies a frequency shift
of the effective two-level system (|e〉 and |r〉). The resonance frequency is
shifted by δω = Ω2∆¯/N . The above results can be applied to the case of
any single-qubit operation.
The numerical values based on the above model for single-qubit rotation
are obtained for the following situation. We assume that a qubit is realized
by a quasi one-dimensional (cigar shaped) atomic vapor consisting of ∼ 500
87Rb atoms. The spatial distribution (probability density) of an atomic
cloud is given by
P (z) = (2piσ2z)
−1/2exp(−z2/2σ2z), (29)
where z is a dimension along the ensemble, σz = 3.0 µm is the variance
in z direction and σxy = 0.5 µm is the variance in transverse directions.
The level |r〉 may correspond to 43D5/2 or 58D3/2 state. The probability of
double excitation given by Eq. (28) can be rewritten in terms of the mean
blockade shift B with 1/B2 = 2∆¯P2/N(N − 1).[41] Hence, the probability
of double excitation is given by
P2 =
Ω2N (N − 1)
2NB2
, (30)
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where ΩN =
√
NΩ. For 43D5/2 and 58D3/2 state, the mean blockade shift
is B = 2pi 0.25 MHz and B = 2pi 2.9 MHz in a trap with σ = 3.0 µm,
respectively.[41] For Ω = 2pi 1 kHz, the probability of double excitation for
the 43D5/2 level is P2 ∼= 4.0 10−3 and for the 58D3/2 level is P2 ∼= 3.0 10−5.
The probability of doubly-excited states and singly-excited states outside
the desired two-level system resulting from a shifted resonance frequency
are similar.
The time of a pi pulse applied to the transition between |e〉 and |r〉 is t ∼= 11.2
µs. We estimate that the rest of the pi pulses which are necessary to realize
any single-qubit rotation (see Fig. 6) can be applied in time significantly
shorter than the time t. In summary, above experimental implementation
of the single-qubit rotations can be carried out on a microsecond timescale.
The spontaneous emission from the Rydberg state and the black-body trans-
fer (to other Rydberg states) occur with low rates of order 103 Hz (or
even 102 Hz for higher Rydberg states) and may introduce small error
Pdecay ∼= 1 − exp(−103t) = 0.01.[66] Other sources of errors such as atomic
collisions and Doppler broadening are negligible because of a low tempera-
ture of the atomic vapor.
The fidelity of the single-qubit rotations can be as high as Fsingle =
exp[−(2P2 + Pdecay)] ∼= 0.99, where P2 = 3.0 10−5. This fidelity is given for
the worst case scenario when the separation of atoms is maximal and the
dipole-dipole interaction is of the weakest (van der Waals) type.
The single-qubit rotations are one of the basic operations that are nec-
essary in any model of quantum computation. The above fast and reliable
implementations of the single-qubit operations open a possibility for a real-
ization of the measurement-based model of quantum computation. However,
we are still lacking a scheme for efficient generation of the cluster states, a
resource for the one-way quantum computer.
6 New entangling protocol based on the dipole
blockade mechanism
We propose a scheme for efficient and reliable cluster state generation, based
on the dipole blockade mechanism.[48] The entangling operation between
two mesoscopic atomic ensembles takes place in the arms of a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer shown in Fig. 8. The protocol begins with both ensembles A
and B prepared in the collective state |φ〉A,B = |e〉 ≡ |e1, e2, . . . , eN 〉 (see
Fig. 5). Next, two indistinguishable photons enter each input mode of the
interferometer. After the first beam splitter (BS1), due to the Hong-Ou-
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Figure 8: Diagram of the entangling protocol. A pair of entangled photons
in the state |φ〉light = i√2(|02〉 + |20〉) interact with atomic vapors placed
in the arms of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. One and only one alkali
atom in the ensemble is excited by one of the photons to the Rydberg state
|r〉. Absorption of the second photon is prohibited by the dipole blockade
mechanism. Detection of a single photon will leave the atomic ensembles in
an entangled state |ψ±〉 = 1√
2
(|re〉 ± i|er〉).
Mandel (HOM) effect two photons propagate in the maximally entangled
state:
|φ〉light = |11〉 BS1−−→ i√
2
(|02〉+ |20〉), (31)
where |0〉 and |2〉 denote the vacuum and a two-photon state, respectively.[67,
68] The photons can be entangled only if prior to a beam splitter interaction
both photons were exactly the same in all possible senses. Subsequently, two
photons interact with the atomic ensembles: One and only one atom in the
ensemble is excited by one of the photons to the Rydberg state |r〉, and
the absorption of the second photon is prohibited by the dipole blockade
mechanism.[48] Following the dipole blockade interaction, the total state of
atomic ensembles and light fields is given by
|φ〉int = i√
2
(|er〉|01〉+ |re〉|10〉). (32)
We omit in the following discussion overall phase factor introduced to the
total state by reflections from mirrors M . After the second beam splitter
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(BS2), the total state reads
|φ〉out = i√
2
(|ψ+〉|01〉+ |ψ−〉|10〉), (33)
where |ψ±〉 = 1√
2
(|re〉 ± i|er〉). Conditional on a single click at photode-
tectors D+ or D−, the atomic ensembles are projected onto a maximally
entangled state. After establishing entanglement, the qubits are transferred
to their computational basis states |0〉L ≡ |g〉 and |1〉L ≡ |s〉 by classical
optical pulses Ωg and Ωs. Ideally every run of the protocol gives an entan-
gled state of two atomic ensembles with success probability psuccess = η,
where η = ηDη2S is the combined detection and source efficiency. This is a
significant improvement compared to the success probability psuccess = η2/2
of the double-heralding protocol in Ref. [51].
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Figure 9: The scheme for creating the 4-qubit GHZ state. Four ensembles
A, B, C, and D prepared in the state |φ〉ABCD = |eeee〉 interact with two
pairs of entangled, indistinguishable photons. Conditional on photodetector
clicks at the photodetector pair (D1, D2), (D1, D3), (D4, D2) or (D4, D3),
the state of four qubits is projected onto the 4-qubit GHZ state (up to phase
correcting operations) with success probability psuccess = η2/2.
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6.1 Generation of the GHZ and cluster states
The entangling operation can be used to efficiently create arbitrary cluster
states of any degree of connectivity, including a 2D universal resource states
for one-way quantum computer. However, a modification of the entangling
procedure yields an even more dramatic improvement in the efficiency of
cluster state generation. By arranging the atomic ensembles in a four-mode
interferometer as shown in Fig. 9, the detection of two photons will cre-
ate the four-qubit GHZ state in a single step with the success probability
psuccess = η2/2. Moreover, since only two photons are detected, the protocol
is relatively insensitive to detector losses. Higher GHZ states can be created
by a straightforward extension. A subsequent GHZ states are generated
with success probability
psuccess = ηQ/2(Q− 2)/2Q−2, (34)
where Q = 4, 6, . . . is the number of the qubits.
As already mentioned, the GHZ states are locally equivalent to the clus-
ter states. The efficiently generated large GHZ states may serve as build-
ing blocks for universal graph states. By entangling small clusters with
the above entangling procedure, large cluster states can be constructed. A
single photon applied to a pair of qubits (each from two different 4-qubit
cluster states) followed by a single photodetector click creates an 8-qubit
cluster state with success probability psuccess = η′/8. This procedure can
be repeated in an efficient manner.[69] In the case of failure, the two qubits
that participated in linking are measured in the computational basis, and
the rest of the cluster state is recycled.[70]
7 Errors, decoherence mechanisms and fidelity
The dominant errors and decoherence mechanisms that enter the entangling
operation are the following:
• the coincident event in the HOM effect,
• the spontaneous emission rate of the Rydberg state,
• the black-body transfer rate (to other Rydberg states),
• the atomic collision rate,
• the doubly-excited Rydberg states and singly-excited states outside
the desired two-level system,
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• no absorption event,
• the inefficiency and the dark count rate of the photodetectors.
We analyze in more detail the above dominant error and decoherence mech-
anisms on the following experimental implementation. First, let us con-
sider the coincident events in the HOM effect. The single indistinguishable
photons that recombine at the first beam splitter (BS1) can be generated
by means of spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) process or
sources of single-photon pulses such as atomic ensemble inside an optical
cavity.[71, 72] The SPDC source (the non-linear crystal) must be pumped
with a narrowband (∼ 1 MHz) laser or placed inside a cavity. These kind
of cavity-enhanced SPDC sources produce pairs of identical photons with
a narrow bandwidth of order of MHz and a spectral brightness of ∼ 1500
photons/s per MHZ bandwidth.[73, 74]
In general, successful generation of the entangled state of light depends on
the proper setup, where both photons from the SPDC source recombine
at BS1 at the same time. In a recent experiment, the coincident event in
the HOM effect occurs with a low rate of 1500 counts/s.[75] In fact, it is
possible to completely eliminate the coincident event in the HOM effect by
getting rid of the BS1. In place of single-photon sources and BS1, one can
use a SPDC source generating pairs of single-photons entangled in momen-
tum (path) degree of freedom.[76, 77] The state of the photons is given by
|φ〉light = 1√2(|1, 1; 0, 0〉A;B + |0, 0; 1, 1〉A;B), where states |1, 1; 0, 0〉A;B and
|0, 0; 1, 1〉A;B represent two single photons propagating along slightly differ-
ent paths through upper and lower arm of the interferometer, and interacting
with atomic ensembles A and B, respectively (see Fig. 10). State |φ〉light rep-
resents so-called dual-rail qubit encoding. Moreover, since the SPDC process
is a phase and energy matching phenomenon, no phase difference appears
between two paths (pairs) A and B.[76] In general, the whole Mach-Zehnder
interferometer needs to be phase-stable. In the case of a GHZ state gener-
ation, phase locking of a large number of Mach-Zehnder interferometers is
very demanding (although possible). Therefore, by replacing single-photon
sources and BS1 with the SPDC source generating entangled photon pairs
we may simplify experimental realization of the entangling operation (al-
though the second half of the interferometer after atomic ensembles still
requires phase stabilization). Recently, it has been shown that these kind of
entangled pairs of photons can be generated very effectively.[77]
Now, assume that an atomic vapor consists of 500 87Rb atoms placed in
the far off-resonant optical trap (FORT) or magneto-optical trap (MOT).
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Figure 10: Example of an experimental implementation of the entangling
protocol. The source of a single-photon pair entangled in the momentum
(path) degree of freedom consists of the type I nonlinear crystal.
The atomic levels |g〉, |e〉, and |r〉may correspond to (5S1/2, F = 1), (5P3/2, F =
2) and 43D5/2 or 58D3/2, respectively. State |s〉 may correspond to the hy-
perfine state (5S1/2, F = 2), which implies that the transition from |s〉 to |r〉
is a two-photon process (see Fig. 5). We have identified state |e〉 with a short
lived state (5P3/2, F = 2), when in fact it must be a long lived energy level.
However, in case of the MOT, the requirement of a long relaxation time of
the state |e〉 can be lifted since the trap lasers produce a constant population
in the |e〉 state.[35, 78] In general, a requirement of state |e〉 is imposed to
simplify experimental realization of the protocol where usually two–photon
excitation are used to obtain Rydberg atoms. The spatial distribution of an
atomic cloud is a quasi one-dimensional (cigar shaped) ensemble with prob-
ability density given by Eq. (29). Atomic vapors described with quasi one-
dimensional probability density have been demonstrated experimentally.[37]
When a protocol is based on a quantum optical system, its performance is
limited by the inefficiency and the dark count rate of the photodetectors.
The dark count rate of a modern photodetector γdc can be as low as 20
Hz and efficiency reaches ηD ≈ 30% for wavelengths around 480 nm. The
probability of the dark count is Pdc = 1− exp(−γdct/psuccess), where t is the
time scale of the entangling protocol. In general, the probability of the dark
count is negligible for psuccess > γdct.
Since the length of the atomic ensemble needs to be of an order of several
µm, the most important source of errors is the lack of absorption event. The
probability of an absorption of a single photon by a cigar shaped atomic en-
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semble is given by Pabs ∼= 1− e−Niσ0/A, with Ni = N the number of atoms
in the interaction region, σ0 = 3λ2γ0/(2piγ) is the on-resonance scattering
cross section of a single-photon pulse, where γ0 is the spontaneous decay
rate of the Rydberg state to low-lying levels and γ is the spontaneous decay
to other Rydberg states.[2, 66, 79] A = piw20 is the area of a single-photon
pulse with a waist w0 ≈ piλ.[80] With λ43D = 485.766 nm, γ0 = 1.1 104
Hz and γ = 7.2 104 Hz, the probability of an absorption for 43D5/2 state is
Pabs ∼= 0.69. For λ58D = 485.081 nm, γ0 = 4.8 103 Hz and γ = 2.0 104 Hz,
the probability of an absorption for 58D3/2 state is Pabs ∼= 0.84. The proba-
bility of an absorption for both Rydberg states is much too low for reliable
operation of the entangling gate, therefore one has to use atomic ensembles
with larger number of atoms N . A smaller area A does not improve the
probability of an absorption since it implies smaller number of atoms Ni in
the interaction region. In fact, the optimal area A coincides with a size of an
atomic ensemble in transverse directions. Consequently, for a level structure
shown in Fig. 5 the only solution to a low probability of an absorption is
higher number of atoms N . To render probability of absorption close to
unity, one has to use more than 2500 atoms. High fidelity dipole blockade in
such a large ensemble is not feasible.[79] Another potential difficulty may be
a rather high atomic density of the sample. Several µm long atomic vapors
consisting of thousand of atoms are hard to prepare.
To overcome these difficulties, we propose different experimental imple-
mentation based on a level structure shown in Fig. 11. This level structure
implements the entangling operation but in slightly different manner. Here,
the dipole blockade is not used to block absorption of a second photon. In
this implementation, we employ the dipole blockade mechanism to prepare a
single atomic excitation in the Rydberg state |r1〉 by means of a two-photon
process. This is precisely a bit flip operationX described in Sec. 7. However
here, the two-photon Rabi frequency of a laser field that realizes a pi pulse
between states |g〉 and |r1〉 is given by Ω = ΩgeΩer1/2∆ where ∆ is a small
detuning (not shown in Fig. 11). For |r1〉 = 43D5/2 a bit flip operation can
be carried out on a microsecond timescale. Subsequently, two single photons
interact with the atomic ensembles: One and only one photon is absorbed
by the Rydberg atom in the state |r1〉. The Rydberg atom is excited to
the state |r2〉. We assume that the probability of a two-photon absorption
process is negligible since both photons are on-resonance with a transition
between Rydberg states |r1〉 and |r2〉.[81, 82, 83] Finally, following a single
photodetector click, two pi pulses realized by a classical fields are applied
simultaneously to the transitions between the second Rydberg level |r2〉 and
the state |s〉 (it may possibly be a two-photon process), and between the first
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Figure 11: Relevant atomic level structure with allowed atomic transitions.
The low-lying state |g〉 is coupled to the first Rydberg state |r1〉 through
intermediate low-lying level |e〉 by means of a classical field that implements
a pi pulse. A second pi pulse realized by a classical field is applied to the
transition between the second Rydberg level |r2〉 and the state |s〉 (it may
possibly be a two-photon process).
Rydberg level |r1〉 and the state |g〉. The main strength of this implemen-
tation lies in a fact that all pi pulses that transfer single excitation between
Rydberg states and low-lying storage states |g〉 and |s〉 are highly reliable op-
erations with fidelity Fsingle ∼= 0.99. Most importantly, this kind of control
over atomic ensembles have been demonstrated experimentally.[37, 84, 85]
Consequently, this implementation of the entangling operation requires rel-
atively straightforward experimental extension of known procedures.
Let us now examine if the probability of absorption of a single photon by
a single Rydberg atom is high enough for reliable operation of our entan-
gling gate. The two single photons couple to the transition between level
|r〉 = 45P3/2 (not shown in Fig. 11) and level |r2〉 = 58D3/2. The reader
should note that state |r1〉 = 43D5/2 is only used in a bit flip operation
X and then single Rydberg atom is excited by means of a fast microwave
pulse to the Rydberg state |r〉 = 45P3/2. For λ45P−58D = 370.783 µm,
γ0 = 4.8 103 Hz and γ = 2.0 104 Hz, the probability of an absorption
Pabs ∼= 1−e−2σ0/A ∼= 0.90, where area A = 0.1λ245P−58D (this implies a waist
of a single-photon pulse w0 ∼= 66 µm).[86] High probability of an absorption
requires strongly focused light fields with small area A.[87, 88, 89] The im-
proved ratio of σ0/A and therefore higher probability of an absorption for
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this experimental implementation is owned to the stronger focusing relative
to the wavelength of a single-photon pulse. Naturally, the focusing regime
is limited by a size of the atomic sample and diffraction limited area of a
single-photon pulse.[87, 88, 89] To render the probability of an absorption
close to unity one may apply a mode converter (shaper) to a single-photon
fields.[90] The probability of an absorption depends also on the spontaneous
decay rates associated with the Rydberg state. The above level assignment
is arbitrary. Rich structure of Rydberg levels offers many possible ways for
level assignment, therefore one may be able to choose two Rydberg states
with higher on-resonance scattering cross section. The overall time scale of
the entangling protocol t consists of a time required by the pi pulse tpi = 11.2
µs (preparation of a single Rydberg atom in the state |r1〉) and time of an
interaction part of the protocol given by
t45P−58D =
pi
2(
√
2g)
∼= 2.9 ns, with g =
√
σ0γc
4V
, (35)
where g is the atom-light coupling constant and V = AL is the interaction
volume with L = 12 µm being the length of an atomic medium.[2] After
successful entanglement preparation the state of atomic ensembles is quickly
stored in the long lived atomic states |g〉 and |s〉 in time significantly shorter
than time tpi. In summary, the entangling protocol can be carried out on a
microsecond time scale.
The two single photons employed in the entangling procedure belong to
the far-infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum. The photodetectors
sensitive to this part of the spectrum are under development. The detection
range of quantum dot infrared photodetectors such as In(Ga)As quantum
ring terahertz photodetector reaches 175 µm. Another photodetector oper-
ating in THz regime is based on hot-electron effect in nanobolometers and
used in astrophysics for registration of the Universe radiation.[91] A bolome-
ter is a device that measures the energy of incident electromagnetic radi-
ation. Although photodetector based on nanobolometers is characterized
with rather complex fabrication and has to work in ultra-cold temperature
regime (around 200 mK), it is highly sensitive and capable of detecting sin-
gle THz photons with quantum efficiency close to 100% (maintaining at the
same time low dark count rate).[91]
The source of single-photon pulses in far-infrared frequency regime can be
based on atomic ensemble or single ion placed inside an optical cavity.
Preferably, the single-photon sources should work on-demand. However as
already mentioned, one may choose different Rydberg levels and implement
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entangling gate with single photons from less extreme part of the electro-
magnetic spectrum.
The spontaneous emission from the Rydberg state and the black-body
transfer (to other Rydberg states) occur with rates of order 103 Hz (or
even 102 Hz for higher Rydberg states), and are negligible, since following
successful entanglement preparation the state of matter qubit is quickly
stored in the long lived atomic states |g〉 and |s〉. Exact values of these rates
are given in Ref. [66]. The atomic collision rate inside atomic vapor is given
by
τ−1col ≈ nσcol/
√
M/3kBT , (36)
with n the number density of atoms, σcol the collisional cross section (∼
10−14 cm2), M the atomic mass, kB the Boltzmann’s constant, and T the
temperature.[32] Assuming a vapor with the number density of atoms of
order 1012 cm−3 and the temperature of ∼ 10−3 K, the atomic collision rate
can be as low as 2 Hz. Moreover, with a sufficiently large energy difference
between states |g〉 and |s〉 a single collision is not likely to affect the qubit.
A low temperature of an atomic vapor implies negligible Doppler broad-
ening. The Doppler broadening is described by the Gaussian distribution
with a standard deviation of ∆λ = λ0
√
kBT/Mc2 where λ0 is the center
wavelength of the Doppler profile (wavelength of a transition between states
|r〉 and |r1〉). For λ0 = λ45P−58D, the Doppler broadening is ∆λ = 0.4 10−6
µm. Therefore, the Doppler broadening does not affect fidelity of the entan-
gling protocol.
Considering both the overall and interaction time scale of the proto-
col, the entangling procedure is mostly affected by the no absorption event
assuming high quantum efficiency and low dark count rate of THz photode-
tectors. We assume that the coincident event rate in the HOM effect and
two-photon absorption process are negligible. In the presence of the above
noise and decoherence mechanisms, the final state of the system conditional
on a single photodetector click is given by
ρfin = (1− 2ε)|ψ±〉〈ψ±|+ 2ερnoise +O(ε2), (37)
where |ψ±〉 = 1√
2
(|sg〉± i|gs〉) and ε = 1−Pabs where Pabs is the probability
of an absorption of a single photon by a single Rydberg atom. ρnoise denotes
the unwanted terms in the state of the two atomic ensembles. It is worth
noting that the source efficiency does not affect the fidelity of the final state,
it only lowers the success probability. After taking into account all dominant
error mechanisms, the fidelity of the prepared entangled state is given by
F = 〈ψ±|ρfin|ψ±〉 ∼= 0.90. (38)
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Stronger focusing regime and/or application of a mode converter (shaper) to
a single-photon fields should render fidelity of the entangling operation close
to current fault-tolerant thresholds of the topological codes.[92, 93, 94, 95]
As already stated, a new entangling protocol is capable of creating cluster
states of any degree of connectivity. Since a 3D cluster lattice can be used to
efficiently implement planar surface codes, one can exploit the topological
error-correction capabilities of these codes to perform fault-tolerant quantum
computation with our entangling procedure. One can also increase fidelity
of the final states with a use of purification techniques for a price of cluster
size reduction when the purification fails.[96, 97]
7.1 Polarization-entangled photon pair
The dual-rail qubit encoding responsible for significant experimental simpli-
fication of the protocol is equivalent to the polarization-entangled state of
a photon pair |φ〉light = 1√2(|HV 〉AB + |V H〉AB), where H and V are the
horizontal and vertical polarizations of a photon, respectively (see Fig. 12).
A polarization-entangled photon pairs are generated by means of the type
I nonlinear crystal.[76, 98] A pair of photons entangled in a polarization
degree of freedom allow us to simplify the experimental implementation of
the protocol even further. In fact, the dipole blockade mechanism is no
longer required for a reliable operation of our entangling protocol. Here,
the entangling gate works as follows. Initially, we prepare each ensemble A
and B in the collective ground state |g〉 ≡ |g1, g2, . . . , gN 〉, where the ground
state |g〉 may correspond to atomic level (5S1/2, F = 1). Subsequently, one
of the polarization-entangled photons, for instance horizontally polarized,
interacts with the atomic ensembles: One and only one atom in the ensem-
ble is excited by the photon to the excited state |e〉 that may correspond to
atomic level (5P3/2, F = 2). The absorption of the second photon (the verti-
cally polarized) is completely prohibited since the polarization beam splitter
placed in front of each ensemble prevents vertically polarized photon from
interacting with atomic vapors. Following a balanced beam splitter (BS)
interaction and conditionally on a photodetector click, the state of atomic
ensembles is projected onto a pure maximally entangled state. The main
advantage of this implementation lies in a fact that the second photon is
never absorbed by atomic ensembles and the probability of an absorption
of the first photon Pabs ∼= 1 − e−Niσ0/A can practically reach unity since
one can exploit optically thick atomic vapors, i.e., highly dense and/or large
vapors. Therefore, a single photon should easily couple to atomic medium.
Moreover, we are no longer limited by a size of the atomic ensemble which
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Figure 12: Example of an experimental implementation of the entangling
protocol exploiting the polarization-entangled photon pair. The source of
a single-photon pair consists of the type I nonlinear crystal. A ”square”
placed in front of and behind each ensemble depicts the polarization beam
splitter.
significantly simplifies the preparation of atomic samples.
The dominant errors and decoherence mechanisms that enter the en-
tangling operation based on experimental implementation exploiting the
polarization-entangled photon pair are the following:
• the spontaneous emission rate of the exited state |e〉,
• the atomic collision rate,
• the inefficiency and the dark count rate of the photodetectors.
The atomic level (5P3/2, F = 2) corresponding to the excited state |e〉 is a
short-lived level. Therefore, one has to apply additional laser pulse between
the excited state |e〉 and storage state |s〉, exploiting in fact properties of the
stimulated Raman adiabatic passage, to reliably carry out entangling opera-
tion. The atomic collision rate as described in the previous section is insignif-
icant. The dark count rate of a modern photodetector γdc can be negligibly
low (20 Hz) with efficiency reaching ηD ≈ 90% for wavelengths around 780
nm. Considering all the dominant errors and decoherence mechanisms, an
implementation of the entangling protocol exploiting polarization-entangled
photon pair can generate entangled states of atomic ensembles with fidelity
F ∼= 1 and success probability psuccess = η, where η = ηDη2S is the combined
detection and source efficiency. It is worth noting that the fidelity of the
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final state does not depend on η. More importantly, all results associated
with generation of the GHZ and cluster states follow exactly.
New entangling operation presented here allow us to map an entangled
state of a photon pair on two macroscopic atomic ensembles in a heralded
fashion. In general, one may imagine an experiment in which a multi-qubit
photonic cluster state is mapped on a collection of atomic ensembles (see
Fig. 13). In this way, a possibly large Q-qubit cluster state can be reliably
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Figure 13: A mapping of cluster state on a collection of atomic ensembles.
H depicts a multi-port beam splitter that erases which path information.
stored in Q atomic vapors.
8 Conclusions
We have reviewed in some detail electromagnetically induced transparency
technique, Raman interaction and associated propagation phenomena. EIT
technique allows us to induce coherent behavior of a macroscopic atomic
medium under certain conditions. The reduced group velocity and dark
state-polaritons are a remarkable propagation phenomena associated with
propagation of an optical pulse in atomic medium under EIT conditions
that has lead to the concept of quantum memory. In principle, an atomic
medium is capable of storing single-photon pulses. Apart from EIT, one
can employ Rydberg atoms and dipole blockade mechanism to induce col-
lective behavior of atomic vapor. On the basis of the above techniques,
probabilistic entanglement generation between atomic vapors is feasible.
We have reviewed several schemes for probabilistic entanglement genera-
tion such as DLCZ protocol and double-heralding protocol. We have also
presented and studied a new scheme for cluster state generation based on
atomic ensembles and the dipole blockade mechanism. A new entangling
protocol consists of single-photon sources, ultra-cold atomic ensembles, and
regular photodetectors. The protocol generates in a single step GHZ state
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with success probability psuccess ∼ ηQ/2, where Q is the number of the
qubits, and high fidelity F ∼= 0.90 (or F ∼= 1 when polarization-entangled
implementation is used). Our new entangling gate is more efficient than
any previously proposed probabilistic scheme with realistic photodetectors
and single-photon sources. Every run of the procedure gives an entangled
state of two atomic ensembles with success probability psuccess = η, where
η is the combined detection and source efficiency. The double-heralding
protocol produces an entangled state of two matter qubits with the success
probability psuccess = η2/2. The protocol proposed by Lim et al.[63] requires
on average two repetitions to realize the desired gate operation. Moreover,
the successful implementation of this protocol requires detection of a pho-
ton pair. A new entangling protocol requires only single photon detection.
In general, number-resolution photodetectors are not required. However, a
reliable photon counting detector with low dark count rate would be able
to herald any error in the procedure increasing the fidelity close to unity.
The GHZ states are locally (up to Hadamard operation) equivalent to star-
shaped cluster states. The efficiently generated large GHZ states may serve
as building blocks for universal graph states.
We have also reviewed and analyzed a scheme implementing any single-qubit
operation on the qubit defined as collective states of mesoscopic ensemble.
The scheme for single-qubit rotations is based on classical optical pulses and
the dipole blockade mechanism. The experimental implementation may be
carried out with high fidelity Fsingle ∼= 0.99 and on the microsecond timescale
with current state-of-the-art experimental setups.
The described protocols for single-qubit rotations and entangling operation
open a possibility of experimental implementation of the measurement-based
quantum computer based on atomic ensembles.
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